Self-Organizing Maps have been applied in various industrial applications and have proven to be a valuable data mining tool. In order to fully benefit from their potential, advanced visualization techniques assist the user in analyzing and interpreting the maps. We propose two new methods for depicting the SOM based on vector fields, namely the Gradient Field and Borderline visualization techniques, to show the clustering structure at various levels of detail. We explain how this method can be used on aggregated parts of the SOM that show which factors contribute to the clustering structure, and show how to use it for finding correlations and dependencies in the underlying data. We provide examples on several artificial and real-world data sets to point out the strengths of our technique, specifically as a means to combine different types of visualizations offering effective multidimensional information visualization of SOMs.
Introduction
The Self-Organizing Map (SOM; Kohonen (2001) ) is an unsupervised artificial neural network especially valuable in exploratory data analysis. It is used in a variety of scientific and industrial applications (Kaski et al., 1998; Oja et al., 2001) . In this paper, we use the SOM primarily as a visualization tool that performs a non-linear projection from a high-dimensional feature space onto a two-dimensional map lattice. We present our work on several flavors of a visualization method that shows the clustering structure of the map as a gradient field and show various extensions and possible application scenarios.
The gradient field is displayed as arrows that point to the most likely cluster center for each map unit. One property of this technique is that it can be adjusted by interactively setting a kernel smoothing parameter to show the granularity of the clustering, similar to the choice of the number of clusters in clustering algorithms, revealing the structure at various levels of detail.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe related SOM visualization techniques. In Section 3 we discuss basic properties of the SOM and neighborhood kernel functions. In Section 4 we introduce the Gradient Field method and several extensions to it, namely the Borderlines representation as well as grouped gradient fields. In Section 5 we provide experiments on a benchmark data mining data set, a real-world industrial data set, and some experiments on artificial data. Section 6 summarizes this paper and gives directions for future work.
In this section, we provide a brief survey on SOM-related concepts and visualization techniques. The two primary qualities of the SOM are vector quantization and non-linear vector projection. The former aims at finding a reduced representation of the data samples by significant prototypes, while the latter applies a reduction of dimensionality and presentation in human-perceivable form (Grinstein et al., 2001) . The most important vector quantization method is k-means (Hartigan and Wong, 1979) which is very similar to the SOM.
Prominent non-linear vector projection methods include pair-wise distance preserving techniques like multi-dimensional scaling (Torgerson, 1952 ) and Sammon's Mapping (Sammon, 1969) , which aim at preserving pair-wise distances in the resulting projections. Other techniques measure distance based on distribution and density of the data set to be projected, like Isomap and Curvilinear Distance Analysis (Lee et al., 2004) . Isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000) relies on nearest neighbor graphs of the input data and finding the shortest path to construct the latent space. ViSOM (Yin, 2002) is an extension of the SOM that aims at positioning the prototype vectors in a roughly equidistant way in order to avoid post-processing visualization methods. With this model the training process itself is adapted to capture data space characteristics. A lot of effort has been directed to extend the topology of the SOM to more flexible topologies to reveal the cluster structure as part of the resulting architecture (Martinetz et al., 1993; Fritzke, 1994; Dittenbach et al., 2002) . SOM visualization usually uses the map lattice as a visualization platform (Vesanto, 1999) , where quantitative information is most commonly depicted as color values or as markers of different sizes. More advanced approaches exploit the analogy to geography (Skupin, 2004) . SOM visualization methods mainly fall in two categories: techniques that rely solely on the codebook vectors, and ones that take the distribution of the data samples into account.
We begin with the former category. Component planes are projections of one single dimension of the codebook. By plotting the component planes for all dimensions, all information on the prototype vectors is revealed. However, as with other methods in statistics, it becomes increasingly difficult to perceive important information such as clustering structure and underlying dependencies. We show how to aggregate component planes into groups and how to examine their differences in Section 4.3.
The unified distance matrix (U-Matrix; Ultsch and Siemon (1990) ) is a visualization technique that shows the local cluster boundaries by depicting pair-wise distances of neighboring prototype vectors. It is the most common method associated with SOMs and has been extended in numerous ways. The Gradient Field that we describe in this paper has some similarities with the U-Matrix, but applies smoothing over a broader neighborhood and a different style of representation. One drawback of the U-Matrix is that it is less suited for large sparse SOMs (Emergent SOMs; Ultsch (1999) ).
Another form of visualizing the map is clustering the prototype vectors (Vesanto and Alhoniemi, 2000) , disregarding the SOM topology. This provides a vector quantization point of view and can be used to identify homogeneous regions.
Another type of visualization is concerned with gradients (Kaski et al., 2000) for local models of the SOM, which is also closely related to our method.
The second category of visualization techniques takes the distribution of the data into account. The most simple ones are hit histograms, that show how many data samples are mapped to a map unit, and labeling techniques, that plot the names and categories, provided they are available, of data samples onto the map lattice. More sophisticated methods include smoothed data histograms (Pampalk et al., 2002) , which show the clustering structure by mapping each data sample to a number of map units, and graph-based methods (Pölzlbauer et al., 2005c) , that show connections for map nodes that are close in feature space. The P-Matrix (Ultsch, 2003a ) is another density-based approach that depicts the number of samples that are within a sphere with a certain radius around the prototype vectors. The radius is a quantile of the pair wise distances of the data vectors. The U*-Matrix (Ultsch, 2003b ) is a combination of P-Matrix and U-Matrix, and is applied to large SOMs. The U-Matrix value, defined as the sum of distances of each node to its direct neighbors, is multiplied by a scaling factor induced by the local density of the data points around the corresponding prototype vector. This results in high values for areas where there the distance to neighboring areas is high and the data density is low, and low values otherwise.
The Generative Topographic Mapping (GTM; Bishop et al. (1998) ) has been introduced as an alternative to the SOM with a continuous output space that models the probability distribution in feature space. The magnification factors visualization (Bishop et al., 1997) depicts local stretching of the mapping as ellipsoids in a discrete number of latent space centers. This method is related to our technique as it explains directional changes. Magnification factors can also be computed for the SOM, where a continuous interpolation is applied to the discrete SOM lattice in order to perform differential analysis. Apart from that, our method differs mainly in the way that smoothing is applied: While magnification factors for the SOM show similar results as the U-Matrix, we apply a smoothing according to an adjustable parameter that defines the width of the area over which the differences are aggregated and investigated. Further extensions of magnification factors for GTM investigate their curvature (Tino et al., 2001 ).
3 Self-Organizing Maps and neighborhood kernels A Self-Organizing Map is a mapping from an N -dimensional feature space to a low-dimensional output space. The output space is called the "map lattice" and consists of M neurons (map units). In this work, we assume the output space to be two-dimensional and the feature space to be a vector space over the real numbers (R N ). We introduce a strict formal notation to differentiate between the various scenarios where vectors, coordinates or positions are used.
We explicitly distinguish between a map node ξ i on the two-dimensional map lattice and its corresponding prototype vector (or model vector) m i in feature space. The index 1 ≤ i ≤ M connects a map node to its prototype vector. The set of all prototype vectors is called the codebook M. We denote the horizontal and vertical coordinates of ξ i as ξ consists of a field of arrows pointing to cluster centers. We will refer to it as the Gradient Field method. There are two distance metrics involved in the SOM algorithm, one in feature space, the other one between units on the map lattice. The distance between prototype vectors m i and m j in feature space is denoted as
where · F is the distance measure of feature space also applied during SOM training, which can be basically any metric, such as the cosine distance, or any Minkowsky metric, while the most common distance usually being Euclidean (Aggarwal, 2003) . d F is also used to compute the distance between data samples and prototype vectors.
On the map lattice, the distance between units ξ i and ξ j is measured by the
As our method is primarily concerned with post-processing of a trained SOM we do not introduce the training process in detail, but rather refer to (Kohonen, 2001 ) for an in-depth discussion. A crucial concept in SOM training is the neighborhood kernel h σ , which is a monotonously decreasing function
It converts the distance d O into a measure of proximity. Far apart units ξ i and ξ j will have a low kernel value. Thus, the kernel acts as a weighting function for the influence of nodes ξ i and ξ j onto each other. Kernels are used in many fields of statistics such as probability density estimation;
however, for use with SOMs, the kernel does not have to be a probability function with unit area.
There are numerous kernel functions, the most widely used one is the Gaussian kernel h G σ , which resembles a bell-shaped curve
The kernel value for distant nodes is exponentially decreasing and will be close to zero for d O > σ. For computational reasons, the kernel can be cut off at this threshold ("cut-off Gaussian kernel"):
A very simple kernel is the bubble kernel, which is a step function that is defined as
It relies solely on the concept of cutting off outside the radius σ, weighting all distances up to this point equally. This function is not continuous in a mathematical sense.
Another choice is the inverse proportional kernel:
It is similar to the Gaussian Kernel but decreases faster to zero.
All of the above kernels are non-linear functions. The linear kernel is an ex-ception:
It decreases linearly from one to zero. The parameter σ deserves special attention. It determines the breadth of the neighborhood function, such that very high values correspond to high influence of far-away and close units alike, and very low values emphasize only the direct neighbors of the map unit. It is used in the proposed visualization techniques to control the granularity of the structures detected, serving as a smoothing parameter.
SOM visualization with vector fields
In this section, we introduce two methods for visualizing the clustering structure based on vector fields (Pölzlbauer et al., 2005b) . 
Gradient Field Visualization
In this subsection we describe the algorithm for obtaining a vector field that shows homogeneous areas. Each of its arrows a i is computed based on the prototype vectors, the map topology, and the choice of the neighborhood ker- From this point, we will outline the algorithm to compute the coordinates of a i , for map unit ξ i and its associated prototype vector m i . Some of the formulas involve pair wise comparisons to other units and models vectors, which will be denoted with index j. These computations have to be performed for all 1 ≤ j ≤ M with j = i. First we need to obtain the vector connecting the positions of ξ i and ξ j in output space, which is defined as
The angle α of this vector χ ij is simply Using the above notation, it is now possible to apply the neighborhood kernel to the distance between units ξ i and ξ j , which is the length of χ ij , and to split up this weight into u and v directions:
The value of ω u ij will be close to zero when either the distance between ξ i and ξ j is high, resulting in a very low kernel value, or in case ξ
ξ i is directly above or below ξ j with no horizontal offset. The value of σ also influences the kernel function and thus the value of ω since high σ tend to weight far-away map units higher than with low σ values. Note that ω u ij will be negative in case ξ j is to the left of ξ i .
In the following, we will only explicitly provide formulas for the u coordinate, as v follows analogously. In the next step, the distances between the associated prototype vectors m i and m j are taken into account, weighting these distances by ω, and assigning them to either the positive or negative side of u:
Dividing the weighted distance contribution of the prototype vectors along the positive and negative directions will provide a means to find the direction where the dissimilarity of the current vector m i is relatively low, and where the arrow a i will ultimately point to. If, for example, ξ j is next to ξ i on the right side, and the distances between the prototype vectors are high, then δ u+ ij will be high, which will contribute significantly to a i pointing to the left, away from ξ j . 
Once we know ρ 
Finally, we can determine the components of a i as
where the accumulated input space differences ρ coordinates deserve special attention and will be briefly discussed: • ρ
The distances in positive direction outweigh distances in negative direction. m i is more similar to its neighbors in negative direction and a i will reflect this by pointing there.
• The length of a i is determined by the difference between ρ 
Borderlines representation
Another representation that emphasizes cluster boundaries over vector fields pointing towards cluster centers can be easily derived. By depicting the orthogonal of each a i as a line from both sides of the center instead of an arrow, the resulting visualization shows likely cluster boundaries. The length of the arrows is preserved such that long lines hint at a strong separation between clusters. We call this representation the Borderline visualization. An example is shown in the next section.
Extension to groups of component planes
In this subsection, we describe an extension of the Gradient Field technique.
As data mining methods usually assume that the observed data samples follow an unknown statistical distribution, local correlations and dependencies between variables are often an interesting property to assess. We assume that the clustering structure is induced by certain groups of variables. The variables of these distinct groups are either correlated to a certain degree or statistically dependent in a non-linear way. Our assumption implies that the clustering structure can be decomposed into these groups of variables. The basic idea is to plot two or more groups simultaneously with the Gradient Field method.
This combined visualization shows the contributing factors of the clustering and gives an additional feel about the underlying data.
The reliance on variables and component planes rather than codebook vectors and their distances requires us to introduce some additional formal definitions.
A projection of the the codebook's i 
is a "sub-SOM" with the same number of map units, for which e.g. the U-Matrix and Gradient Field visualizations can be computed.
Interesting subsets S 1,...,g can be chosen either based on correlations between component planes (Vesanto and Ahola, 1999; Himberg, 1998) 
where γ(C Once the relevant variable groups have been selected, the Gradient Field method can be applied to both sets and visualized simultaneously. In order to adjust the length of the arrows to negate the effect of different numbers of variables between the sets, we computê
where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set. In the next section, we provide examples that explain the relation to variable dependence and applications on a real-world data set.
In this section, we will investigate the usefulness of the previously described techniques with two real-world data sets and several artificial ones. The first one is the "Phonetic" benchmark data engineering (Zangl and Hannerer, 2003) . The "Fracture Optimization" data set has been collected from 199 gas wells in 10 dimensions. The variables can be grouped according to their source and use, which we will discuss in more detail below. We have trained two SOMs on this data set, one with 7 × 10 map units, and one with 44 × 44 to show the characteristics of our method for largely differing SOM sizes of both conventional as wel as emergent SOM types. We show the general properties of our method with the Phonetic data set, and the dual visualization and correlation discussion with the Fracture Optimization data. The artificial data sets thereafter are used to stress our method's capabilities of visualizing non-linear correlations between groups of variables.
Effects of the neighborhood radius
At first, we want to show the effects of the kernel width σ with the SOM trained on the Phonetic data set with a Gaussian kernel h G . In this dataset, many of the phoneme classes coincide with the homogeneous areas on the highlights some regions that are primarily occupied by one vowel or consonant.
As an example for a phoneme that is highly clustered, Figure 2 , which is is not continuous in a mathematical sense and does not allow a smooth convergence across the neighborhood range, and is also hardly used for SOM training. Thus, a cut-off kernel variant may be employed, resulting in linear complexity for calculating the vector field.
Smoothing sparse maps
The next example shows the smoothing effect on sparse maps which are some- The smoothing effect overrides the insignificant cluster boundaries and focuses on a more global clustering structure, which consists of two big clusters on the upper and lower part of the map and a transition region slightly right of the center. It is thus possible to adapt the visualization accordingly for sparse SOMs.
Dual Gradient Fields on petroleum engineering data
Next, we discuss the combination of Gradient Fields to show how groups of component planes influence the overall clustering structure with a 7 × 10 SOM 
trained on the Fracture Optimization data. The map size is determined by the number of training data samples and the ratio of the axes is calculated from the ratio of the first to the second largest eigenvalue from principal component analysis, as performed by default in the Matlab SOM Toolbox . The variable dimensions come from 3 types of sources: (1) Geological factors that describe properties mainly determined by the choice of the geographic position; (2) Engineering parameters set during the gas pumping process; and (3) Output parameters that assess the success of the operation:
"Stimulation Costs" and "Produced Gas". The data is gathered during three steps, each corresponding to one of these groups. First, the position where to build the well after checking the geological data is selected; then, the engineering parameters are determined and the pumping proppant and fluids is started; and finally, after the gas has been obtained, the output variables can be assessed. The index sets are denoted as S geo (3 dimensions), S param (5 dimensions), and S out (2 dimensions), respectively. We have trained a 7 × 10 SOM on this data set and want to find out how these groups of variables depend on each other and how they decompose the clustering structure. Note that we use the output variables in the same way as the other ones for training since the SOM is an unsupervised learning method. What we intend to do is thus related to canonical correlation analysis rather than to regression. Data analysts are concerned with measuring the impact of the choice of the well's position or the fine-tuning of the engineering parameters on the output.
Figures 5(c)-(f) show the U-Matrices for the SOM and the sub-SOMs
, and M
(Sout)
. From these, an impression of the the cluster boundaries can be gained. The engineering parameters seem to divide the map horizontally, while the geological factors are responsible mainly for a vertical boundary. The output parameters are the most interesting ones, since we aim to explain which regions of the map correspond to desirable outcomes, i.e. where wells with low costs and high produced gas are located. 
Statistical dependencies between groups of variables
Next, we examine the effect of the Dual Gradient Field method on 4 artificial data sets where we want to find out whether one variable is statistically dependent on the other two. The data sets consist of 10, 000 samples. The first 3 examples are 3-dimensional, and the last one is 20-dimensional. In the 3-dimensional examples, the first two variables x 1 and x 2 are uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, and are statistically independent. The set of indices forming this group is denoted as S uniform = {1, 2}. The second group consist of the third probably dependent variable S prob dep = {3} for which we want to know whether it can be explained by the former two variables.
In the first example, we consider a third variable x 3 that is independent of the former two and is also uniformly distributed. Scatterplots for this data set are provided in Figure 7 (e), which show the variables x 1 , x 2 and x 3 in rows and columns, and pair-wise scatterplots where they intersect; the bar charts show the distribution of each single variable. The scatterplots clearly show that In the second setup, the third coordinate of each sample is defined as it shows that the cluster structure of this map is caused by the same factors, since the black and grey arrows are very similar both in angle and length. This is an expected result, since the third variable is predictable, and it will not introduce a different clustering structure than the one already present from the previous coordinates. Figure 8(d) , where again the differences of the black and grey arrows are depicted, shows that the arrows are very similar for all parts of the map.
In the third case, the dependent variable is given as x 3 = abs(x 1 + x 2 − 1) which is then multiplied by a factor to normalize its variance to the other variables. Although there exists a deterministic relationship between the variables, the correlation is zero for all pairs of variables, since there is no global linear relationship. x 3 is only piece-wise linearly dependent. Scatterplots are shown in Figure 9 (e), which reveal that there is some sort of dependency between shows that the peak vales are on two edges of the map, the SOM thus has adjusted properly to this 2-dimensional manifold. By applying the Gradient Fields, the arrows in the regions with a linear relationship are almost identical. The smoothing performed to obtain the arrows only weights gradients within a certain radius, and the linear relationship can be observed within this radius. In the transition region, however, where x 3 approaches zero, no linear relationship is found, resulting in high differences between the arrows.
Again, in Figure 9 , point away from these boundaries towards their 4 cluster centers, while the black arrows are almost uniform over the map, with a small disturbance in the middle of the map that was probably introduced during training. The difference is visualized in Figure 10 (b), which shows the deviation of the arrows. In the dark areas, the statistical relationship between the two groups is evident, while the light areas correspond to transitions. This is another example of a non-linear dependency that cannot be captured by a linear correlation coefficient, which is zero for pairs of variables from S prob dep and S uniform .
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have described a visualization technique for Self-Organizing
Maps with gradient fields that are especially aimed at professionals with engineering backgrounds. The method can be displayed either as a flow diagram where arrows point in the direction of most likely cluster centers, or as an equivalent that emphasizes at showing cluster boundaries. It has a parameter that determines how much smoothing is applied to the resulting visualization.
We have also provided an extension to simultaneously plot multiple groups of variables to show the decomposition of the clustering structure in contributing factors. We have also shown that this method can be used to detect linearly and non-linearly dependencies between variables.
Future work will be directed towards efforts to cluster variables for the dual visualization, such that this task can be performed automatically without need for explicit user interaction. Another enhancement may be achieved by integrating data density information in input space, as the current model relies solely on the prototype vectors. A further possible extension is the analysis and visualization of the rate of change of the arrows, thus investigating the second order differentiation of the feature space distances. Also, the applicability of the vector field visualization to other related mapping models is currently under investigation.
